
BEAT THOSE BLUES! 

Many people suffer from 
depression, stress and 

anxiety and don't know 
where to turn or understand 

why they are thinking, 
feeling and behaving in a 

particular way. 

Our Beat those Blues 10 day 
programme will help you 

understand how your 
thoughts impact your 

feelings and behaviours. It 
has been developed to 
make use of a variety of 

tools and techniques to help 
you better manage your 

condition and take control 
of your thinking patterns.

Are you 
feeling low, 
stressed or 

anxious? 

Do you just 
need a helping
 hand to Beat 
those Blues?

Do you have so
 much noise in your 

head that you just do 
not know where to start 

or how to stop 
the noise?

Do you want to find out more? Take a look at the programme detail on 
www.yourwellbeinguk.com or drop us a line jo@yourwellbeinguk.com.

 +44 79 66 423 740          jo@yourwellbeinguk.com          www.yourwellbeinguk.com



Beat those Blues is a tailor made remote programme which you can do in your own time, at your 
own pace and in your own space. The course is completely confidential. We will send out daily 
emails which will include instructions for that day. 

Many people can experience the 
feelings of being lonely, tired and 
irritable, having low self-esteem, 
lack of confidence, lack of 
patience, no concentration, 
wound up and irritable, physical 
pain (breathlessness, tension, 
heart palpitations, sickness, 
muscle pain) amongst other 
symptoms.  

Stress, anxiety and depression 
are extremely common and 
affect many people at different 
stages in their lives. The 
symptoms vary significantly 
from person to person. 

Some people recover naturally – sometimes 
because the problem that caused the issue passes.  

Here at Your 
Wellbeing UK we 
make use of a 
number of brief 
therapies (amongst 
other techniques) 
such as Neuro 
Linguistic 
Programming (NLP), 

You will be 
responsible for the 
actions that we set; 
you will be in full 
control. Together 
we will generate 
rewarding insights. 
You will develop 
your self-awareness, 
change any limiting 
beliefs and create 
new productive 
behaviour.  All of 
this will have a 
happy and fulfilling 
impact on your life.

BEAT THOSE BLUES! 

There will be continued support a�er the 10 
days. We will organise a booster session a 
few months a�er you complete the 10 day 
programme to make sure you are still on 
track.

Time Line Therapy (TLT), Hypnotherapy,  
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) and 

Meditation. Brief therapy is different to other 
types of therapy. The techniques work more 

pro-actively in order to treat the problem faster. 
Brief Therapy is all about being brief and 
focusing on solutions rather than on the 

problems.

DO YOU HAVE 
ANY MORE QUESTIONS? 

Take a look at the programme detail 
on www.yourwellbeinguk.com or 

drop us a line 
jo@yourwellbeinguk.com
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